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Meet the leading online tool for the blended or digital high school math classroom.
MyMathLab® for School provides personalized math homework, assessment, an eText,
full multimedia library, and tutorials for students in courses ranging from Prealgebra
through Calculus. It directly aligns to more than 400 Pearson Mathematics and Statistics
textbooks. Plus, you’ll get access to the latest editions of your favorite titles as soon
as they are available!
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Personalizes Math
Homework and Practice

Students Focus Where They Need to Focus
Students receive personalized homework and study plans based on their performance
on a test or quiz. They focus on just the topics they have not yet mastered.

www.mymathlabforschool.com
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2

Gives Students
Immediate Feedback

On-the-spot
guidance helps
students make
progress.

Reduce Errors, Build Confidence
Students receive instant feedback, so they learn while doing their math assignments.
When students answer correctly, they can move to the next exercise.
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MyMathLab for School
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Provides Interactive
Learning Aids

Anytime, Anywhere Math Tutoring
Students can view an example of a similar math problem, watch an instructional video,
access their textbook for review—and more.

www.mymathlabforschool.com
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Promotes the Process,
Not Just the Solution

Turns math
problems
into smaller,
manageable
steps.

1
Step-By-Step Problems
Step-by-step assignment items break down problems into smaller
manageable chunks, allowing for more detailed and useful feedback
and partial credit.

6 MyMathLab for School
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Lets Students Demonstrate
Mathematical Thinking

Teachers can
see student
thinking and
provide
guidance.

Do It and Explain It
You can require students to show their solution steps. Students not only “do the math,”
but they demonstrate their mathematical thinking using the “Show Work” tool. Students
can type, write, draw, or attach pictures of their work right in the system.

www.mymathlabforschool.com
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Saves Time and Informs
Your Instruction
Skip the
Grading,
Focus on
Teaching
Create assignments
that are automatically
graded and populated
into the online
Teacher’s Gradebook.

Get the Most Out of Class Time
Don’t waste time going over problems students can solve. Item Analysis
and Teacher Dashboards show where students are struggling, allowing
you to focus your instruction where students are having difficulty.
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Makes It Easy to
Customize Assignments

Create and Edit
to Suit Your Needs
Add your own questions, or
edit questions. Customize the
content in your course. Uncheck
content you don’t want.

Add Questions from Other Math Books
Select questions from your course’s book, or pull in questions from over 400+
Pearson math titles. Your ability to customize content for your classroom is limitless.

www.mymathlabforschool.com
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Offers Different Tools
for Different Learners

eText and Multimedia Library
MyMathLab for School offers students a full eText and multimedia library
including videos, slide shows, animations, and more.
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MyMathLab for School
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Supports 400+
Math Courses
Your Favorite Pearson Titles
MyMathLab for School aligns to hundreds
of your favorite Pearson math titles. With
courses ranging from Developmental Math,
to Multi-variable Calculus, you’ll be sure to
find a course that fits your classroom’s needs.

Works in These Instructional Settings
Supplemental Instruction 		
• Intervention and Remediation
• Test Prep 				
• Distance Learning
•

Extra Practice
• Summer School
• Tutoring
And much, much more
•
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Prepares Students
for College and Career

Try it out today!
Contact your Account
Representative to get started,
visit Savvas.com, or
call 1-800-848-9500.

Proven Results

mymathlabforschool.com
Request
Information,
Attend Webinars,
See Purchasing
Options

11,000,000 Successful Students and Counting

			

“

“

Students have reacted in a positive manner. Most of the students love the immediate
feedback and the support features. I have had students tell me that in the past they
did not do well in math, but this program motivates students to work problems until
they get 100%.
Teacher, The Dunham School (LA)

Go to: http://www.mathxl.com/support/mmls_marketing/efficacy-studies/
for more case students with proven results!

Savvas.com
800-848-9500
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Join the Conversation
@SavvasLearning

Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching
Blog.Savvas.com
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Millions of college students use the MathXL and other MyLab systems for mathematics
practice and assessment. Start now in your middle school or high school classes to
see results! Familiarize students with the leading online homework, assessment, and
tutorial system.

